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HARSHA ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Comprehensive solution provider offering a diversified suite of precision
engineering products

Issue Details

HEIL manufactures bearing cages (including cylindrical roller cages, spherical roller cages,
deep grove cages, angular contact cages, thrust roller cages and taper roller cages), complex
and specialised precision stamped components, welded assemblies and brass castings
and bushings. Since their incorporation, they have manufactured more than 7,500 types
of products in the automotive and industrial segments. They manufacture bearing cages
in brass, steel and polyamide which represents 6.5% of the global organised outsourced
bearing (brass, steel & polyamide) cages market in CY 2021.

Issue Highlights

They have recently expanded their product portfolio to introduce sand-casting; value-added
stamping components, bronze bushings etc. to cater to more end user industries such as
wind, mining and shipping sectors. Their products find application across automotive,
aviation and aerospace, construction, mining, agriculture, electricals and electronics,
renewables sectors.

Long standing relationships with leading clientele
HEIL has established strong relationship with their customers who are leading global
bearing manufacturers in the automotive, railways, aviation & aerospace, construction,
mining, agriculture, electrical and electronics, renewables sectors. The bearing cages
market globally is concentrated among a few global bearing manufacturers with Top-6
global bearing manufacturers contributing to 54% of the market share in Fiscal 2022.
As of March 31, 2022, HEIL supplies to each of the Top-6 global bearing manufacturers.
Their Top-10 customers contributed to 44.70%, 48.24%, and 47.79% of their total revenue
from operations for Fiscal 2022, Fiscal 2021 and Fiscal 2020, respectively. The average age of
their relationship with their Top-5 customer groups spans more than a decade.

Strategically located domestic and international production facilities
Company’s presence in the present locations helps them overcome significant entry barriers
in comparison with their competitors, allowing them to penetrate these markets more
efficiently and becoming a local supplier to leading key global bearing players. Their presence
in these strategic locations gives them the ability to cater to the needs of their customers
from multiple locations, at times designing products at one location while manufacturing
them at another. Their dual-shore capabilities, which are their ability to carry out design,
engineering and manufacturing of products at different locations, allows them to service
customer requirements from alternate locations, giving the customer the benefit of regular
supply and cost-competitive manufacturing operations.

Outlook and Valuation

At the higher price band of ₹330, HEIL is valued at 27.7x FY22 earnings of ₹11.9 which in
our view is reasonable compared to its peers. The company with its strong market share in
precision bearing cages and being one of the leading players globally in organized bearing
cages, having strong clientele with long standing relationship provides healthy return ratios
and visibility going ahead. We recommend investors to SUBSCRIBE to the IPO of HEIL.

Fresh Issue of Equity shares aggregating upto ₹455
Cr and Offer for sale of Equity Shares aggregating
upto ₹300 Cr

Issue Size:
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Key Managerial Personnel
Rajendra Shah is the Promoter, Chairman and Whole-time Director of the company. Currently,
he looks after overall management of the company, particularly all financial matters. He
has over 35 years of experience in the precision engineering business for bearing cages and
stamped components.
Harish Rangwala is the Promoter, Managing Director of the company. Currently, he looks
after overall management of the company along with Renewable energy division. He has over
35 years of experience in the precision engineering business for bearing cages and stamped
components.
Vishal Rangwala is the Promoter, Chief Executive Officer and Whole-time Director of the
company. He is responsible for the overall strategic directions for the Harsha group and is
currently leading marketing and corporate functions. He has over 13 years of experience in the
precision engineering business for bearing cages and stamped components.
Pilak Shah is the Promoter, Chief Operating Officer and Whole-time Director of the company.
He is responsible for the overall strategic directions of the Harsha Group. He has over 13 years of
experience in the precision engineering business for bearing cages and stamped components.
Maulik Jasani is the Vice President - Finance and Group CFO of the company with effect from
December 25, 2021. He has over 17 years of experience in accounting and finance. Prior to
joining the company, he has been associated with Cadila Healthcare Ltd, Delhi Assam Roadways
Corp Ltd and Mukesh M. Shah & Co, Ahmedabad.
Kiran Mohanty is associated with the company from July 1, 2015 (in his capacity as Wholetime Secretary of Harsha Engineers Ltd, which has currently merged into the company) was
appointed as the Company Secretary and the Chief Compliance Officer of the company with
effect from August 12, 2021. He has over 13 years of experience as a company secretary. Prior
to joining the company, he was previously associated with Claris Injectables Ltd, John Energy
Ltd and Siemens Healthcare Diagnostic Ltd.

Business Overview

HEIL is the largest manufacturer of precision bearing cages, in terms of revenue, in organised
sector in India, and amongst the leading manufacturers of precision bearing cages in the world.
HEIL offers diversified suite of precision engineering products across geographies and end-user
industries.

Company’s business comprises:
• Engineering business, under which HEIL manufactures bearing cages (in brass, steel and
polyamide materials), complex and specialised precision stamped components, welded
assemblies and brass castings and cages & bronze bushings; and
• Solar EPC business, under which HEIL provides complete comprehensive turnkey solutions
to all solar photovoltaic requirements.
HEIL has approximately 50-60% of the market share in the organised segment of the Indian
bearing cages market and 6.5% of the market share in the global organised bearing cages
market for brass, steel and polyamide cages in CY 2021. They offer a wide range of bearing
cages starting from 20 mm to 2,000 mm in diameter and their bearing cages find its application
in the automotive, railways, aviation & aerospace, construction, mining, agriculture, electrical
and electronics, renewables sectors etc.
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HEIL is a technology driven company with a strong focus on quality, design and tool development,
which has allowed them to develop products suited to their customers’ requirements. They
have the expertise to design and develop advance tooling in-house which enables them
to manufacture precision bearing cages and complex and specialised precision stamped
components. Bearing cages are critical parts of a bearings and it requires high precision
technology to manufacture them. HEIL, which housed a team of 253 qualified engineers
(including solar EPC business) as of March 31, 2022, along with their decades of experience in
bearing cages engineering, enable them to develop specialized products and solutions. Their
ability to develop products suited to their customers’ requirements has fostered strong and
long-term customer relationship which in turn has helped them gain higher margins for their
products and better navigate competition.
Further, they have been successful in diversifying their product portfolio and improve their
current processes in different types of bearing cages mainly due to their design, development
and technological capabilities. As of March 31, 2022, they have been able to manufacture more
than 7,205 bearing cages and more than 295 other products for customers in the automotive,
railways, aviation & aerospace, construction, mining, agriculture, electrical and electronics,
renewables sectors, allowing them to meet changing customer requirements. In addition, over
the past 3 years their product development and innovation center has developed more than
1,200 products in different bearing types.
They have been able to leverage their tooling capabilities and the expertise developed in
the stamping employed for manufacture of steel cages to diversify and grow their stamping
components business. It also provides comprehensive metal stamping solutions ranging from
simple to complex designs and geometries to their clients in automotive; bearing and sealing;
and electrical and appliance industry. Their capability extends to manufacturing high quality
precision components as well as semi assembled modular units. They have recently expanded
their product portfolio to introduce sand-casting, value added stamping components, bronze
bushings etc. to cater to more end user industries such as wind, mining and shipping sectors.
While the automotive segment is shifting towards the electric vehicles, the impact on them will
be limited as they are not manufacturing needle bearings cages which are engine components.
Needle cages bearing used in engines and small cage bearing used in two and three wheelers
are likely to be the most impacted type of bearings due to increasing penetration of electric
vehicles. Further, the electrification of vehicles will increase the precision requirements sought
by customers which will help companies like HEIL to further improve their market share in the
sector.
Bearing cage is an important component within a bearing and requires the highest lead time for
development and technical and tooling expertise for its manufacture when compared to other
components of a bearing. Given the critical function of a bearing cage, and the resultant quality
requirements, global bearing companies have steadily increased outsourcing for manufacturing
of bearing cages and the business from these bearing companies has gotten concentrated
to a few bearing cage manufacturers including them. HEIL has established strong customer
relationship with leading global bearing manufacturers in the automotive, railways, renewable
energy, and other industrial sectors. Additionally, they have been involved by their key customer
groups in their product development process from the design stage and accordingly, they have
been able to ensure repeat orders from their customers. Each of their Top-5 customer groups
(excluding customers’ contributing to revenue from scrap sales) have been their customers
for over a decade. Their long-term relationship with customers is indicative of their quality
consciousness, cost efficiency and design, tooling and technological capabilities.
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HEIL is also an EPC service provider in the solar photovoltaic industry and also provides
operations and maintenance services in the solar sector. They have over 10 years of operating
history in the solar EPC business. They have an in-house design, engineering, procurement,
project management and O&M team which has a combined experience of installing at least
500 MW and more than 60 MW commissioning experience in roof top segment as of March
31, 2022. The revenue from solar EPC business aggregated to ₹82.95 crore, ₹54.19 crore, and
₹64.19 crore for Fiscals 2022, 2021 and 2020, respectively, constituting 6.28%, 6.20%, and
7.25% respectively, of the total revenue from operations, as per the Restated Consolidated
Financial Statements.
HEIL has 3 wholly owned subsidiaries, one in China - Harsha Precision Bearing Components
(China) Co. Ltd, one in the United States of America - HASPL Americas Corporation and one
in the Netherlands - Harsha Engineers B.V., and a step-down subsidiary in Romania - Harsha
Engineers Europe SRL. The company also has a 50% interest, as a partner, in Clenmax Harsha
Solar LLP and 26% equity interest in Sunstream Green Energy One Pvt Ltd (formerly known as
Eirene Naval Systems Pvt Ltd).

Manufacturing Facilities
HEIL has 4 strategically located manufacturing facilities for their engineering business with one
of their principal manufacturing facilities at Changodar and one at Moraiya, near Ahmedabad
in Gujarat in India, and one manufacturing unit each at Changshu, China and Ghimbav Brasov
in Romania.

Source: Company
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Exhibit 1: Revenue break-up segment wise
(Rs mn)
Engineering & Others
Solar-EPC and O&M
Total Revenue from Operations

FY20

FY21

FY22

8216.6

8195.6

12385.4

641.9

541.9

829.5

8858.5

8737.5

13214.8

Source: Company, LKP Research

Exhibit 2: Region wise revenue break-up for Engineering
(Rs mn)

FY20

FY21

FY22

Europe

3411.6

3425.8

5006.3

India

2585.2

2350.7

4019

China

1148.5

1318.6

1726.4

641.4

622

823.4

430

478.5

810.2

8216.6

8195.6

12385.4

America
Other
Total
Source: Company, LKP Research

Clientele
HEIL has established strong relationship with their customers who are leading global bearing
manufacturers in the automotive, railways, aviation & aerospace, construction, mining,
agriculture, electrical and electronics, renewables sectors. The bearing cages market globally
is concentrated among a few global bearing manufacturers with Top-6 global bearing
manufacturers contributing to 54% of the market share in Fiscal 2022.

Source: Company
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Company Products

Source: Company

Company Background
Harsha Engineers International Limited (HEIL) the largest manufacturer of precision bearing
cages, in terms of revenue, in organized sector in India, and amongst the leading manufacturers
of precision bearing cages in the world. (Source: CARE Advisory Report). Company offers a
diversified suite of precision engineering products across geographies and end-user industries.
Its business comprises : (i) engineering business, under which company manufacture bearing
cages ( in brass, steel and polyamide materials ), complex and specialized precision stamped
components, welded assemblies and brass castings and cages & bronze bushings; and (ii) solar
EPC business, under which company provide complete comprehensive turnkey solutions to all
solar photovoltaic requirements.
Company has approximately 50% market share in the organized segment of the Indian bearing
cages market and 5.2% of the market share in the global organized bearing cages market for
brass, steel and polyamide cages in CY20 ( Source: CARE Advisory Report ). Company offer a
wide range of bearing cages starting from 20 mm to 2,000 mm in diameter and bearing cages
find its application in the automotive, railways, aviation & aerospace, construction, mining,
agriculture, electrical and electronics, renewables sectors etc.

Offer Summary
HEIL is planning to raise an issue size of upto 24,053,265 shares (Fresh issue of upto 14,499,135
equity shares and Offer for Sale of upto 9,554,130 Equity shares). The issue size will be ₹7.5 bn
with FV of ₹10. The price band is of ₹314-330 and the lot size is 45 and in multiples thereof. Post
issue implied market cap will range between ₹28.81-30.05 bn. The issue opens on 14th Sep and
closes on 16th Sep 2022.

Consistent track record of growth and healthy financials
The company’s Sales/EBITDA/PAT has grown at a CAGR of 22.1%/36.6%/104.9%, while its EBITDA
margins were reported at 14.12% in FY22 vs 11.29% in FY20. Segmentally HEIL Engineering
business has grown at a CAGR of 22.8% over FY20-22 while its Solar EPC and O&M business
has grown at 13.7% CAGR over FY20-22. The company has consistently delivered profits at the
bottom line, with net margins at 6.87% in FY22 while return ratios remain healthy. Given strong
clientele and long standing relationship over 10 years over top 5 customers provide comfort.
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Enhance market leadership in bearing cages and expanding the customer base
The expected growth in usage of bearings in several applications such as mining, automotive,
heavy machinery, infrastructure development, power generation and construction is expected
to drive the demand for bearings market and it is expected to grow at a CAGR of 6% to 8%
over the period 2021 to 2029 and is estimated to be valued at USD 171.7 billion in the year
2029. Keeping pace with the market trends, HEIL has started to expand their business into large
diameter brass and steel bearing cages. Currently, for such large size brass and steel bearing
cages in-house production by bearing companies is quite high considering the complexity of
the production process.

Growing the stamping and specialised component segment
HEIL plans on capitalizing on the existing niche and low volume high value products in the
stamping and special component segment and gradually scale up its business over next 3 to 5
years. They plan on achieving this growth in 2 phases i.e. (i) manufacturing specialized parts/
components and supplying to auto component assembly manufacturers and thereafter; (ii)
change in supply process by manufacturing assemblies as composite component and supply
directly to OEMs.

Focus on developing products suited to capture market opportunity in the
growing electric vehicle segment
As the automobile segment is shifting focus to electric vehicles the need for more silent and
lighter bearings, and its components, will be felt, and the demand is likely to increasingly shift
towards precise dimension and dirt-free bearing, steel and polyamide cages as a probable
solution at a premium value.
Company’s inhouse tool and design facilities coupled with their latest machinery, specialised
cleaning equipment and software would enable them to manufacture precision stamping
components and steel cages suited for the electric vehicle segment including as import
substitutes. In addition, they have also invested in enhancing their tool room and design capacity
for faster cage mould development to focus more on developing polyamide cages in different
categories to meet the increased demand from the electric vehicles space in the coming years.
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Exhibit 3: Peer Comparison
FY 22 (Consolidated)

FV (₹)

Revenues (₹ Crs)

EBITDA Margins (%)

PAT Margins (%)

EPS (Rs)

ROAE (%)

CMP (₹)

P/E(x)

Harsha Engineerimg

10

1,321.48

14.12

6.87

11.9

19.13

330

27.7

Timken India

10

2,203.24

23.83

14.75

43.49

21.8

3,363

77.3

SKF India

10

3,665.89

16.09

10.67

79.9

22.9

4,981

62.3

Rolex Rings

10

1,016.71

23.64

12.83

50.23

29.26

1,967

39.2

Sundaram Fasteners

1

4,902.06

17.09

9.35

21.74

18.49

878

40.4

Source: Company, LKP Research., CMP as on 09 Sep 2022

Exhibit 4: Profit & Loss Summary
(Rs mn)

FY20

FY21

FY22

8,858.53

8,737.54

13,214.81

-1.4

51.2

1,000.6

1,249.6

1,865.8

% Margins

11.29

14.3

14.12

PBT

315.9

607.2

1,266.2

PAT

219.1

454.4

919.4

% Margins

2.44

5.18

6.87

EPS (₹)

3.52

5.88

11.9

FY20

FY21

FY22

Total equity

3,719.8

4,271.8

5,218.6

Non current liabilities

1,277.9

1,227.0

1,605.6

Total current liabilities

4,734.7

4,311.9

4,758.3

Total liabilities

9,732.4

9,810.7

11,582.5

Total Non current assets

3,555.3

3,640.0

3,782.2

Total current assets

6,177.1

6,170.7

7,800.3

Total assets

9,732.4

9,810.7

11,582.5

FY20

FY21

FY22

Cash flow from operations

1,129.07

1,211.57

364.74

Cash flow from investment

-645.74

-199.6

-518.3

-382.5

-924.28

37.26

7.69

242.78

330.47

242.78

330.47

214.17

Total income
% Growth
EBITDA

Source: Company, LKP Research

Exhibit 5: Balance Sheet
(Rs mn)
Equity & Liabilities

Assets

Source: Company, LKP Research

Exhibit 6: Cashflow Statement
(Rs mn)

Cash flow from financing
Cash at beginning of the period
Cash at end of the period
Source: Company, LKP Research
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DISCLAIMERS AND DISCLOSURES
LKP Sec. ltd. (CIN-L67120MH1994PLC080039, www. Lkpsec.com) and its affiliates are a full-fledged, brokerage and financing group. LKP was established in 1992 and is
one of India's leading brokerage and distribution house. LKP is a corporate trading member of Bombay Stock Exchange Limited (BSE), National Stock Exchange of India
Limited(NSE), MCX Stock Exchange Limited (MCX-SX).LKP along with its subsidiaries offers the most comprehensive avenues for investments and is engaged in the
businesses including stock broking (Institutional and retail), merchant banking, commodity broking, depository participant, insurance broking and services rendered in
connection with distribution of primary market issues and financial products like mutual funds etc.
LKP hereby declares that it has not defaulted with any stock exchange nor its activities were suspended by any stock exchange with whom it is registered in last five
years. However, SEBI and Stock Exchanges have conducted the routine inspection and based on their observations have issued advice letters or levied minor penalty on
LKP for certain operational deviations in ordinary/routine course of business. LKP has not been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange / SEBI or any other
authorities; nor has its certificate of registration been cancelled by SEBI at any point of time.
LKP offers research services to clients. The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views
about the subject company or companies and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific
recommendations or views expressed in this report.
Other disclosures by LKP and its Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 with reference to the subject company(s) covered in this report-:
Research Analyst or his/her relative’s financial interest in the subject company. (NO)
LKP or its associates may have financial interest in the subject company.
LKP or its associates and Research Analyst or his/her relative’s does not have any material conflict of interest in the subject company. The research Analyst or research
entity (LKP) has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company.
LKP or its associates may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of
publication of Research Report.
Research Analyst or his/her relatives have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding
the date of publication of Research Report: (NO)
LKP or its associates may have received any compensation including for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the
past 12 months.
LKP or its associates may have received compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the
subject company in the past 12 months.
LKP or its associates may have received any compensation or other benefits from the Subject Company or third party in connection with the research report.
Subject Company may have been client of LKP or its associates during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report and LKP may have comanaged public offering of securities for the subject company in the past twelve months.
Research Analyst has served as officer, director or employee of the subject company: (NO)
LKP and/or its affiliates may seek investment banking or other business from the company or companies that are the subject of this material. Our salespeople, traders,
and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions
expressed herein, and our proprietary trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that may be inconsistent with the recommendations expressed
herein.
In reviewing these materials, you should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest including
but not limited to those stated herein. Additionally, other important information regarding our relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of this
material is provided herein. This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject LKP or
its group companies to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. Specifically, this document does not constitute an offer to or solicitation to any
U.S. person for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction to any U.S. person.
Unless otherwise stated, this message should not be construed as official confirmation of any transaction. No part of this document may be distributed in Canada or
used by private customers in United Kingdom.
All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or registered trademarks of LKP or its Group Companies. The information contained herein
is not intended for publication or distribution or circulation in any manner whatsoever and any unauthorized reading, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is prohibited unless otherwise expressly authorized. Please ensure that you have read “Risk Disclosure Document for Capital Market and Derivatives
Segments” as prescribed by Securities and Exchange Board of India before investing in Indian Securities Market. In so far as this report includes current or historic
information, it is believed to be reliable, although its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.
All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to LKP. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be
altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of LKP.

LKP Securities Ltd, 13th Floor, Raheja Center, Free Press Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021.
Tel -91-22 - 66351234. Email: research@lkpsec.com, web: www.lkpsec.com

